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’Fists of Freedom’ raised over SJSU
Panel revisits
’68 Olympics
BY ILBRA BEITPOLOUS
Daily Staff Writer
The Umunhum room of the Student
Union was filled past total capacity as
students and professors alike joined to
hear San Jose State University Olympic
medalists Tommie Smith, John Carlos,
Lee Evans, and Australian silver medalist Peter Norman share their experiences
during the Olympic Project for Human
Rights.
Smith and Carlos contributed to
America’s civil rights movement by
standing at the medal podium with their
fists in the air and their heads down during the Star Spangled Banner, in a silent
but effective protest against racism.
Payton Jordan, head coach of the 1968
Mexico City Olympic team for track and
field, supported Smith and Carlos and
their beliefs.
Jordan was advised to send his runners
home for their actions, but he refused.
"We stick together through hell and
high water. We were a team and a family (and that) still stands and always will
stand," Jordan said.
During this time in history, there were
assassinations taking place and America
was in a reconstruction phase. Carlos
said.
Carlos raised his left fist, which was
covered in a black glove that represented
unity, as Smith held up his gloved right
fist, which represented power. Together
these two men made a strong statement
to the world.
"1968 was a time of social change
(and) things were happening. It gave me a
chance to share my beliefs," Smith said.
The Olympics forced him to stand up
for himself against groups like the John
Burke Society. the Ku Klux Klan, and the
White Angels.
During this time. SJSU was not diverse
as it is today. There were about 45 black
males and two or three black females on
campus. Evans said.
This was a time in history when people had to really take stock in themselves.
Carlos said.
"We knew that we had to be the best
possible athletes that we could be." he
said.
He went on to say that although it was
a difficult time for him he knew that it
was his chance to make a statement to
America.
These men are historical icons in their
courageous efforts to protest for unity.
"It was a divine gift to do something
that no one else had a chance to do that
day," Smith said of his silent protest.
These are two heroic men that stood
up to the world and told them that things
were not right, Jordan said.
He also mentioned that both Smith and
Carlos were young fathers and were trying to make the world a better place for
their children to live in.
It has been 37 years since this historic
event, and with the Associated Students
and SJSU combined, the campus finally
pays tribute to Smith and Carlos.
"The need is being fulfilled with the
simple fact that all of you are here today."
Smith said.
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Loud cheers
erupted when the
Smith and John C
As the sky darkened, a chew., itwkei with two in
the covering, but it was snagged tv.t,c tit,t on Smith’s
and then on Carlos’.
The parachute was eventually fated and flashes lit
up the sky above the field In front of the former Clark
Library.
"I thought it was great." said Rayscan Ford, is sophomore maionng in criminal Justice.
thought it was
inspiring, especially for me as an African American
Man."

Stephanie Zamudio. a sophomore majoring in
biological sciences, said the statues mean a lot to
the community and taught him a history lesson.
"I saw the pictures and but I did not know
who involved it was I know a lot more
now," Zamuclio said. ’The symbolism and
everything is just, wow."
Jonathan Nimes, an undeclared freshman, said the day has helped to teach him
about the historic event.
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Members of the Tommie Smith Youth Track and Field Program
applaud in support at the sculpture unveiling ceremony on
Monday.

Tower Hall scheduled to undergo $2 million renovation
BY CHRISTINE BARKER
Daily Staff Writer
Not many students at San Jose
State University know the rich
history that surrounds them on
campus.
That is why a group of graduate
students and professors are trying
to register campus buildings, specifically Tower Hall, on a national
historical preservation list.

"It’s the physical symbol of the
campus," said Eric Narvesom a
history professor who is not a part
of the group but supports their efforts.
"It’s the one thing that links everyone who has been to San Jose
State together they know where
the Tower is," he said.
Following with that mission, the
building will soon be getting some
much-needed structural updating

William Shunt, direLloi ill

is ii

ity planning, design and cousin],
lion at SJSU, said SJSU has re
ceived funding from the
State University chancellor’s office
for renovations to Tower Ilan.
The renovations are slated to
begin in January 2006, once the
president’s office is relocated to
the Administration building, and
will conclude in June 2006 at a total cost Of $2 million, he said.

From the lunil RH sound ol its
(iod plank with
ringing bell to
the chair at the end dangling from
the bell tower (commemorating
Greek cs minima necks. Tower
Hall is a historical staple at Sim:.
Tower Hall is the oldest building on SJSU’s campus. On the
evening of Sep. 23, 1910, then
President Morris Dailey opened
the tower and its surrounding
buildings to the public. Narveson

said in "I.\\er Hall and The
Quad.- a Inlet essay on the history
of the building.
In the early ’60s, Tower Hall
faced possible demolition, but was
saved with the help of Sin) students and faculty.
Instead, the building closed
down for a few years to be renovated and updated to current safety
standards, and has remained as it is
since then.

Along 01111 thc IlsilIric aspect.
I lOwer Hall
the architecture
makes the building important to
the campus history.. Narveson said.
because Mete isn’t anything else
that looks similar to it.
"11 is a unique look. ... You
could sa it’s a vestige of an era,"
Nines(111 said.
Other campus buildings besides

see TOWER, page 3
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JESTER ALONE

Denial of same-sex marriage strips gays of full civil rights
I’ve always felt the weeks or months that teach
about or celebrate a certain minority group were rather sad. These issues should be part of the historical
spotlight over the course of the entire year.
It’s always, "Phew, February sure seemed long this
year. Good thing we don’t have to talk about black
history for another II months."
I don’t blame the members of these minority groups
for wanting to share their history with the world - I
blame our culture for forcing them to assert their presence in order to receive recognition.
I told this to a friend the other day when we were
discussing "Come Out on Campus Week," which was
held last week at San Jose State University. The event
was designed to make it easier for gay and lesbian students to come out of the closet and be forthright about
their sexual preferences.
Though my friend agreed with the basic premise
of my argument - that minority issues shouldn’t be

relegated to a single week or month - he countered
that gays and lesbians live under a different set of circumstances than other minority groups.
He said, "If someone is Asian, it’s obvious. If someone is black, it takes no explanation to figure it out. But if someone is gay on
the other hand, they have the power (and the
curse) to keep it a secret. They must make
a conscious decision to tell the world about
their sexuality. That’s why events like ’Come
Out on Campus Week’ are important."
He was absolutely right. It gives gays and
lesbians a chance to step out of the closet
with the safety of numbers.
Still, something wasn’t sitting right with
PETER
me. I took my initial argument further. I said
to my friend, "The environment should always
be comfortable for homosexuals to unveil their sexual
identity What happens if they were out of town dur-

ing that special week? Do they have to wait another
year to be received in a ’gay-friendly’ atmosphere?"
Gays and lesbians shouldn’t have to act like superheroes, concealing their sexual orientations
from the public by day and unleashing their
sexual alter egos in private.
But that’s the way it is. Policies such as
"don’t ask don’t tell" in the military and the
recent defeat of gay marriage bills at polls
across the nation have made it clear that
people in the U.S. want to keep gays and
lesbians in the closet. So, since we live in
a democracy, homosexuals will continue
to lack the full civil rights other minorities
enjoy. There is something wrong with this
CLARK
picture.
Imagine the outcry if the population voted in favor of denying blacks or Jews the right marry.
Would we have to accept that outcome on the grounds

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site
at www.thespartandaily.com. You may also
submit information in writing to DBH 209.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members.The deadline for
entries is noon three vorking days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

a democracy?

Hiding behind the cross and cloaking themselves
in the flag, many homophobes claim the basis of their
views and politics arc found the Bible. Therefore the
religious argument against homosexuality is steeped
in morality. Since when does the U.S. government
have the right to legislate on terms of morality? It
never has. The government does, however, have the
duty to legislate on the basis of equality. and it hasn’t
done its job in guaranteeing gays and lesbians their
full civil rights.

Peter (’lark is the Spartan Daily opinion editor.
"Jester Alone" appeoil trenv Tuesday.
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Students should voice their
opinions on possible fee hike
BY THE DAILY EDITORIAL BOARD

IODA1
Listening Hour Concert Series
There will be a gospel music recital from 12:30 p.m.
to 1:15 p.m. in room 150 of the Music building. For
more information, contact Joan Stubbe at 924-4649.
School a Art and Design
There will be an exhibition of student art from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial Science
buildings. For more information, contact the gallery
office at 924-4330.
School ofArt and Design
There will be a lecture titled "Inspiration (life after
art school)" from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in room 133 of the
Art building. For more information, contact Jo Farb
Hernandez at 924-4328.
School (4..411 and Design
There will be a reception for the student artists frotn
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art and Industrial Science
buildings. For more information, contact the gallery
phone at 924-4330.
Career Center
Resume Critique Drop-in will be held from
1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at the Career Center. For more
information, contact Marisa Staker at 924-6171.
()TIP
There will be a Queers Thoughtfully Interrupting
Prejudice meeting from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in
the C’ostanoan room of the Student Union. For more
inforrnation, contact Jason Fithian at 795-3804.
hip-! lop Congress
There will be a general meeting from 6 p.m. to
7:15 p.m. in the Pacheco room of the Student Union.
For more information, contact Dave Manson at
386-5073.
SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
There will be a practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
on 10th and Alma streets. For more information.
contact Melody Ocampo at (5301 -4-0575.

Nigerian Student Association
There will be a general meeting at 6 p.m. in the
Ohlone room of the Student Union. For more
information, contact Emeka at 439-4607.
Career (’enter
Varsity Painting and Four Seasons Hotel will have
an employer table from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in front
of the Career Center. For more information, contact
Marisa Staker at 924-6171.
Public Relation Student Society Association
Ticket sales for PR day se ill be on sale from
10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in Dwight Bentel Hall. For
more information, contact Chris Disalvo at
924-3284.
Alushm Student Association
The only breaking of the fast will take place at
5:30 p.m. in the Loma Prieta room of the
Student Union. For more information, visit
www.sjsumsa.org.
Pride (Idle Pacific Islands (lob
There will be a general meeting from 5:30 p.m. to
7 p.m. in the Pacifica room of the Student Union.
Associated Students
Spartan Squad will hold a barbecue from
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the A.S. Barbecue pits. For
more information. contact Estefania Nance at
924-6242.
Federal Bitrealt of Investigation
There will be a table with information about jobs
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.rn, outside of the Career
Center.
WEDNESDAV
Latitude 37
The SJSU geography club will be holding a general
inecting from 5 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in room 111 of
Washington Square Hall. For more information.
contact Ben Miles at 292-6645.
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Campus should not remove ROTC
I am responding to Ryan Sholin’s column.
" ’Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’ rule conflicts with
Campus Policy" on Oct. 5. I quite agree that regulations forbidding service personnel from openly
discussing a gay or lesbian lifestyle should be
lifted. Let us be clear. however - gays and lesbians are not barred from military service. There
are thousands proudly serving in the armed forces.
Many have died in the service of their country and
for the cause of freedom.
What gay and lesbians are forbidden to do,
again I think wrongly, is discuss their sexual orientation openly. In my view, there is no military
purpose for this regulation and it is counterproductive. Nevertheless, it is important to realize that
those in the armed forces do not, and cannot, enjoy
equal freedom with civilians. The military requires
elements, for example, summary courts martial,
which are necessary to discipline, but incompatible
with freedom in a civilian context.
First Amendment rights are restricted, in some
cases with good reason. Military officers are forbidden from openly criticizing the president or
congress while in uniform. The same applies to the
governor and the state legislature for those in the
National Guard. The reason for this is to pre% ent
the politicization of the armed forces.
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Whether this is a giuld idea is debatable, but the
point is that even if "Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell" is repealed, military personnel will still face restrictions
in their speech that di) not appl ill
than life.
Aside from the question of whether "Don’t Ask.
Don’t Tell" violates university policy on non-discrimination 11 do not think it doesi. 1 submit that
those who support rights for gays. lesbians and
bisexuals. as I do, should not try to ban It( )TC programs and military recruiting from unis ersaies. It
seems designed to as old the taint of participating in
an unfair policy than to effect real change. This is
Puritanism. not polio....
The military needs officers from places like San
Jose State t ’MN et-NO ( )kir students, including out
fine cadets. aw.cia rhsersit!, - ethnic, sexual, religious and ideological - as a matter of course.
because it has always been part of their life experience. If the military is forced from SJSU. it will
simply recruit and train officers in places that are
far less diverse and far less tolerant Is this what we
really want? Those who support equal rights for all
should be embracing ROTC’. not rejecting it.
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Ad Director

sponsibility of driving those concerns home.
Students elected their leaders to light for issues
that concern the students, but these leaders are also
attending classes and working jobs. They cannot do
alone what 30,0(8.) student voices can do together.
One way students can get involved is by contacting SJSU’s representative on the CSU Board
of Trustees. Corey Jackson. who is also a student at
CSU San Bernadino. can be contacted through the
CSU Web site at www.calstate.eduffiot.
Students who either strongly support or strongly
oppose the fee increase need to let Jackson know.
They can’t expect Associated Students representatives to (to it for them.
Students ...in also form groups to promote their
viewpoint,. is ith more force. The trustees will take
more notice 01 concerns if a large group of students
speak out than if a single one does.
Without students promoting their own concerns.
the trustees prepared to vote on the increase will
only have heard the student representatives’ voices.
Though these leaders are important. they may not
represent every single student on the campus, so students must step in and do the job for themselves.

LETI ER TO THE EDITOR

Photo Editors

SHANNON BARRY
CHRISTINE GLARROW

Students enrolling across the California State
University system next year may face a large fee
increase for the third year in a row.
The CSU Board of Trustees has announced plans
to vote on another fee increase during an Oct. 26 and
27 meeting. If it is approved, tuition fees will jump 8
percent for undergraduates and 10 percent for graduates.
Though some student leaders have already said
they oppose these increases, students cannot simply
expect them to tight the Board of Trustees on their
own. The students themselves must take active measures in voicing their approval or disapproval for the
increases.
Paying fee increases is nothing new for San Jose
State University students. According to the CSU
Board of Trustees proposed agenda for its Oct.
26 and 27 meeting. undergraduates have faced increases of 14 percent and 8 percent over the past two
years, while graduate students have paid increases of
10 percent over the same period of time.
Many SJSU students expected their elected leaders to voice all of their concerns over those increases,
but not enough students personally take on the re-
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ACTIVISM- Panel members discussed speaking out at SJSU
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Martinez said.
"At that time, there was a lot
of sympathy for revolutionary
movement around the world,"
Martinez, who was active in promoting civil rights for Chicano
Americans in the 1960s, said.
"Those were difficult and exciting times."
Panel members then talked about
their association with SJSU and their
involvement with civil rights activism.
Carlos said an encounter with
King right before Carlos came to
SJSU gave him the "last grain" of
motivation he needed to protest at
the 1968 Olympics.
"He told me. ’ You can make
a very powerful statement, and

yet, a nonviolent statement: "
Carlos said. "I know he %v as
with me on that victory stand
that day."
Carlos, who was awarded the
Olympic bronze medal in the
200-meter-dash in 1968, raised a
black -gloved fist in protest against
racism along with Smith, who was
awarded the gold medal.
Smith said after his mother
died, he vowed he would do
%% hates er he could to -erase the
stupidities of the people that
trampled over his parents, who
worked a cotton held in Texas before his father moved the family
to California.
Gaines said she didn’t realize "how difficult it was to stand

TOWER - Group calls for making
SJSU’s oldest building a landmark
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SAN
FRANCISCO
(AP)
-- The federal investigation into
the steroid scandal that forced
the sports world to crack down on
the use of performance -enhancing drugs is far from over despite
Tuesday’s planned sentencing
of some of the key figures in the
case.
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continued from page
ill
’rower Hall have been nominated
for registration on the national
preservation list, such as Dwight
Bente! Hall. said James Rowen,
a graduate student in urban planning who is currently writing a
planning report titled "Saving the
Tower." But none has garnered
the attention Tower Hall has.
Rowen has been a large part of
the landmark registration process.
He said the nomination process
begins by obtaining a nomination
form from a California office of
historic preservation and by completing the form, you are in effect
nominating the building to he eligible. Rowen said.
Just because a building is
nominated and added to a national preservation site, if there
are no state laws that govern the
building, and then it could be torn
down, he said.
By simply nominating Tower
Rowen said someone has
been notified that the building
was significant enough to be registered just with SJSU history.
"Tower Hall is part of a state
landmark it has a little plaque
on it, first normal school - so in
and of itself it is already protected
because it is a landmark." Rowen
said.
There are no current plans to
demolish Tower Hall. but improving the current structure will be
underway soon.
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News in brief from Bay Area
OAKLAND (AP)
A park
with flowers, benches, trees and
a metal sculpture will stand as a
memorial to the Oct. 17, 1989,
earthquake that killed 42 people
when an elevated highway collapsed in Oakland.
The
Cypress
Freeway
Memorial Park was scheduled
to be dedicated at 5:04 p.m.
Monday. exactly. 16 years after
the Loma Prieta earthquake.
Hundreds of area residents
helped people trapped when the
top deck of the 1.5 -mile elevated
freo% a) along Cypress Street collapsed.
Residents had fought the
highway when it is as built in the

1950s because it literally and figuratively divided the community.
When the structure was rebuilt, it
was moved closer to the Port of
Oakland, a victory for community
advocates.
The park was created out of
what had been a staging area
for bulldozers and construction
equipment.
The focus of the V-shaped park
is a 35 -foot metal sculpture called
"the ladders." The park also has
three-foot earth berms that slope
gently, creating a ripple effect
similar to the effect of an earthquake.
SAN

MATEO (API

--

A

woman who walked to the edge
of a cliff to enjoy the ocean view
apparently slipped and fell about
300 feet to her death.
Selena Dennison, 46, and
her boyfriend. John Derish,
53, had driven to a scenic turnout off Highm. ay 1 near San
Gregorio State Beach around 2:
20 p.m. Sunday. according to
the San Mateo County Sheriff’s
Department.
Dennison got out of the car and
walked toward the edge of the cliff
to get a better v to% despite Densh’s
warnings not to go too far, said Lt.
Steve Shively nie woman slipped
and fell to a small riutcmpping about
30 feet from the beach.11,....ud

Steroids inquiry shifts to drug suppliers

Renovations
expected to
cost a total
of $2 million
will begin in
Tower Hall
after the
president’s
office moves
to the
Administration
building.

’Cs
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up" for civil rights during the
1960s.
Sivertsen shared her experience
as the first openly gay staff member
on campus. She also discussed how
the civil rights cause has progressed
from one group to the next.
"I came at the beginning of the
women’s movement," Sivertsen
said. "We really took advantage
of the black civil rights movement and stole the tools to go
on and say that here was another
community that needed to act
on its own behalf and needed to
make changes."
Sivertsen said the gay, lesbian.
bisexual and transgender community is now beginning a movement for its
I rights.

SPARTAN DAILY

"The ren, mons consist if three
major elements." Shunt said.
First. the building needs to be
updated to current code requirements. such as tire alarms, drinking foun ims. and lighting levels.
They % ill also he working to make
parts of the building, such as the
bathrooms. more wheelchair accessible in accordance with the
American Disabilities Act.
Second. the buildings interior
finishes will he repaired. Things
like the flooring, walls and ceiling
tiles will be fixed.
Lastly, the exterior of ’rower
Hall will be restored. This includes repairing the roof, stucco
and windows. The balcony has
also been deteriorating over time
and will he worked on.
Shunt said that during the renovations to Tower Hall, they will
be working on trying to keep the
Morris Dailey Auditorium open.
As for the national landmark
registration process. Shunt said,
"The campus has not decided on
the issue and there has not been
any discussion with campus officials about the issue."
With the newer and more modern additions to campus, as in the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library and Campus Village,
Tower Hall has scenically diminished in size, hut not in spirit.
"Although it’s small now
in comparison to the buildings
around it, it is that link to our oldest roots." Narveson said.

Authorities are now taking aim
at the alleged suppliers of the Bay
Area
Laboratory -Cooperative.
which counted dozens of prominent athletes among its clients.
Lust month, the authorities raided
a laboratory. in Champaign, 111., headed by Patrick Arnold. who’s known
for introducing the steroid precursor
iindrostenedione to the U.S.
Androstenedione, nicknamed
andro, came to public attention
in 1998 when St. Louis Cardinal
hitter Mark McGwire said he used
it %%hen breaking baseball’s singleseason home run record.
Court records suggest Arnold
supplied BALCO founder Victor
Conte with a steroid known as "the
clear" a recently created substance called tetrahydrogestrinone.
or THG
that at the time could
not be detected by doping officials.
A spokeswoman for Arnold’s
company. Proviant Technologies
Inc.. said he is cooperating with
the investigation and broke no
laws.
"While we do not wish to tr%
this case in the press, I urIC
to underscore that Patrick 1,..
ways sought to conduct his business in d pidressinnal manner and

iiith di ist -tacit:nit: hi the lass,"

Julie Ohlsson said in an e-mail to
The Associated Press. "We look
forward to assisting authorities in
resolving this matter, and have no
further comments."
What the authorities seized
from Arnold is under seal. Still,
two federal law enforcement
authorities told The Associated
Press that a grand jury here is
pursuing details about Arnold’s
connections is th the BALCO lab
as well as other alleged suppliers.
The sources spoke on condition of
anon) no tv because of the secrecy
requirement surrounding grand
tory proceedings.
In documents since made public. FBI agent Jeff Novii,k is rote
in 2010 following an inters le%
with BALM vice president James
Valente that "Valente is aware that
’the clear’ is a liquid substance that
Conte got from Patrick Arnold."
The U.S. Attorney’s office
told the judge in a presentencing
document that relatis el s lenient
sentences were appropriate for the
four defendants Conte. Valente,
Greg Anderson, the personal trainer for Giants slugger Barry Bonds,
and track coach Remi Korchemny
-- because THG became a listed
controlled substance only after it

1ST TIME
CUSTOMER PACKAGE
$50 Special!
Haircut. Manicure, Pedicure
(Reg. $95)

discuser ed ill the
Conte. Valente and Anderson
are to be sentenced Tuesdav
Korchemny is expected to get poibation later.
Court records also show that a
Dallas doctor supplied BALM
with several pounds of testosterone, and that another Texas man
supplied BALCO with "whatever" as needed. Other chemicals
Cattle trom overseas. according to
Nt.’, itzky ’s memos of interview,
he had M.Ith Conte and Valente two
years ago.
Conte, the mastermind behind
the scheme to supply athletes with
undete, table steroids, is expected
to tei ii sr. no more than eight
months when sentenced by LS.
District Judge Susan Riskin lie
pleaded guilb, in Job, to money.
laundering and steroid distribution
is as

B
EVERY TUESDAY
College Night at Dive Bar
pm to Close

A

R

(with college ID)
I $3 Kamikazes
$3 Cuervo Shots
Weekly Drink Specials
Red Bull Specials

LS29:00
Bud Draft

HAIR COLOR SALON

PLUS YOU be the DJ!
Bring in your iPod and "spin" for
10 minutes. Enter to win our raffle
to win the new iPod nano!

Serv

1(111

ACIUC is expected to get probat ion utter pleading guilts to one
ownit distiihtiling steroids.
Anderson could gei up to six
months under terms of has deal,
but he is asking the judge not to
go e 111111 an!, time behind bars. He
pleaded guilt) to the same charges
as Conte.
"Specifically, if he %s ere to be
incarcerated. his business and
us ehhood ssriuld he utterly destroyed and he would be unable to
support his nonot son who needs
and depends on the economic support," attorney Ton!, Serra told the
judge in ,ourt records.
Tbe duthori ties are recommending Anderson serve a sixmonth term. three months behind
bars and three months’ home detention.

VOTED BEST NEW BAR BY METRO READERS

Additional Services 20% Oil

Moths

t. 11,11

All Drafts $2.50 during Monday Night Football 8 Sharks Games

(408)
.54 4
Sam

Full Bar

lasung

Billiards

Music

Dancing

Private Esints

DIVE Bar I Not Your Typical Dive
781. Santo Clara Street Open Everday 3 pm -2 am
www.sidivebor.com 408 288 5252 Drop On In

1,1

Moths

Art luddsno.S1SU

leltrpoelyri VrPVrrr

4114,,, 2 M. 1100,1

Give the gift of Motherhood - Become an Egg Donor
Most women take motherhood for granted, but for many its impossible
without some help. It takes the generosity of women like you to make their
dream come true.

October 17-21

r

OI’8OO9396886
Asian families need y our help!

Romero’s welcomes all
SISLI students or
morning coffee
and pastries

Asian egg donors desperately needed
(Chinese Vietnamese Filipina
Japanese Indians etc
21-29 yr olds non smoker healthy
ti bright

es,

Call Family Fertility Center
Un to S6 000
All other ethnicities needed

CHINATOWN
Chinese Fast Food
414 E %Whams Sr
(40812)3 9847
Sun Fn 11sm 80rn

Plittes
for 113 29 VII

7Comblmillon

L2.9

2111111

3114041202 EA 99

FREE Fountsin Dm*
onel MA

it

4n0 pancAlne et 2 or more ben

We Spedalite in
all types ot

Birthday Cake,
Pastries. tls
;real Pan Dols,

Whet; on
’I’our Shirt?

.71.

4An

Get Custom Printed Apparel!
Embroidery & Promotional Items!

(408) 279-0406
470 S. 10th St.
San lose, CA 95112

We are looking for donors who are:
21-30 years old
healthy and healthy-living
responsible
able to travel to medical
appointments and procedures

Idle, a 2001
Csftleg
S. Am.’ tor PA(
ArAnecipAin3 tont

(44:181

row

6164700
170 ConxnertAA S;
Ar CA 94006

Your time and compassion
will be generously
compensated.

Donors and recipients are treated with great respect and excellent medical
care by a medical team and MDs with the highest qualifications possible in
the treatment of infertility, and over 20 years’ experience helping people in the
Bay Area become parents.

r. Ao

1.10 ea. for 25
5.1004. for 50
4.16 ea. for 100

Please consider egg
donation.

For more information, please call
Fertility Physicians of Northern California
at 877-516-7996
or visit www.fpnc.com/eggdonor

f.03., p..
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ABOVE: John Carlos, right, and Tommie Smith share a laugh before the commencement of ceremonies to honor their silent protest in the 1968 Olympic Games.

CEREMONY - Honorees address crowd
continued from page 1
"I sort of knew a little about
what they did." Olivares said.
"(The statues) help the unkersity
understand its history."
Before the event. Smith, %silo
along with Carlos is an alumni of
San Jose State. said he ss :is int
dated by the sue 0.I the monuments
but appreciated the message %%ith
which future generations are left.
"Pm scared." Smith said. "I
only know one immortal and his
name is Jesus."
Carlos said the statue would he
around as long as San Jose State
University is around. teaching students about what it means to he an
activist.
"I’m elated," Smith said. "I ant
elated for the youth of America.
I am elated for the seniors of
America. I am elated for my posterity who may be coming here."
The statues, made of fiberglass
encasing a steel frame then cos ered by ceramic tiles. are a memorial to the silent statements Smith
and Carlos made during the 1968
Olympic games in Mevico City.
"This was such a historical moment that was not recognized like
it should have been." said Duane
Houston. an undeclared freshman. "This is very important to the
school."

After Smith took the gold medal
and Carlos took the bronie medal
in the 20(1 -meter dash, they each
raised a gloved fist -- a sy mhol of
black power during the civil rights
movement.
The unveiling capped ia I a

day’s worth of e% ents nIminating
in a ceremony honoring Smith :mkt
Carlos with a series ot slices lies
from SJSU and cif (rIticials and
special dignitaries.
Each of the speakers spoke ot
the bravery that Smith and Carlos
had to raise their lists in a time
where racial tensions %% ere high.
And they spoke of the re%erheralions the statement had on the
%%odd_
’(Smith and Carlos’, dropped
a pebble in a small pond," said

DIANA DIROY I DAILY STAFF

ABOVE: Tommie Smith, left, and John Carlos wait to receive
honorary doctorate awards from San Jose Vice Mayor Cindy Chavez.

Peter Norman. an Au siralian us ho
shared the podium us ith Smith :ind
Carlos during the ceremony at ter
55 inning the siker medal. .....he
reverberations Inom Me ripples
trom the centei of that pond are
still trio, elite.. Another pebble
has gone into the ssater i \kith the
making of the statue I and another
ripple is traeling to the othei end
of the pond."
A statue oi Noonan was not

veiling. "As I am told. anyone can
stand in and get a picture taken and
he a part of the es ent. ... I am honored to be commemorated in part
of the celebration."
Actor Delroy Lind,, said the
statement made h the duo ans%%ered a fundamenLil question In

placed on the podium %% all Smith
and Carlos. hut he said he was not
upset to not he included.
"I stepped in to lend my support." Norman said before the un-

sent the finest example tit the answer of that question."

slICietY

"But in facing the ,hallenge nt
that question. who are you." Lind,,
said. "These two gentlemen repre-

The day started out us ith a documentary tam. "Fists ot I reedom."

then continued with Smith .ind
Carlos in "conversation us ith

RIGHT: The
bronze and tile
sculpture of
Tommie Smith,
gold medal
winner in the
1968 Olympics,
shines under
campus
lights after
the unveiling
ceremony
Monday.
Both Smith
and bronze
medalist John
Carlos are
featured in the
statue that
now graces
San Jose State
University’s
new sculpture
garden.

tor)" 5% ith Norman and 19fiS
Olympic medalist and S.ltil
graduate Lee Ts aims and ii panel

discussion.
During the tinselling ceremon\.
both the Assos kited Students and
Cindy Chave/. sis e Ma or Ot San
Jose. gas e proclamations to Smith

and Carlos in commemoration for
what they did in 196S.
After each proclamation. heers
erupted from the crowd.
The cheers came hack as Smith.
Carlos. Norman and F%atis le
ceived standing ii alums as they
each came up to iudke specs he,
Alter the l:creinon 15,15
Many sta)ed around to take pictures of the statues or to get autographs from Smith and Carlos.
Mobs surrounded both Smith
and Carlos. who also had tele

KEVIN WHITE ’ DAILY STAFF
ABOVE: Australian silver medalist Peter Norman signs an

autograph of the photo taken while he stood on the winner’s
podium with Tommie Smith and John Carlos in the Mexico City
Olympic Games.
LEFT: A crowd
numbering in the
several hundreds
gathered Monday
at the Sculpture
Garden at San
Jose State
University to
commemorate
the unveiling of a
statue of Tommie
Smith and John
Carlos, the SJSU
students and
1968 Olympians
who each raised
a single black
gloved as a sign
protest against
the treatment of
minorities in the
United States.

sum reporters asking them smestions about the es suit.

SHAMINDER DULA! DAILY STAFF
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DIANA DIROY ’DAILY STAFF
ABOVE: Tommie Smith’s mother, right, and the rest of his family attend the
sculpture unveiling at San Jose State University’s Sculpture Garden on Monday, 37
years after the historic 1968 Olympic event.
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Justice studies to commemorate 75th anniversary
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Daily Staff Writer
The justice studies department
will be celebrating its 75th anniversary concurrently with the 70th
anniversary of Chi Pi Sigma, the
professional law enforcement fraternity, on Oct. 21 and Oct. 22.
The celebration will bring together San Jose State University
police members, faculty members.
Chi Pi Sigma members and alumni
to remember and honor those who
contributed to the police sy stem,
said Janet Hagemann, a lecturer
for the justice studies department.
At 12:30 p.m. on Saturday, the
justice studies department and Chi
Pi Sigma will be dedicating a mon-

ument on campus.
"The monument that we are
dedicating is already up (near the
Spartan Chapel)," Hagemann said.
"It is a three-and-a-half-ton garnet
stone about the police school."
Some students said the monument dedication is something students might be more interested in.
"The monument dedication is
more accessible for students," said
Katye McGill, a student majoring
in justice studies. "The dinner, you
have to pay to get in, so it’s more
for alumni and faculty (members)."
The anniversary celebration starts
on Friday when alumni, justice studies faculty and students get together
to mingle with cocktails and a sit
down anniversary banquet.

"We kick off the reunion weekend on Friday night with a dinner
at the Hilton," Hagemann said.
"We’ll have speakers from each
decade starting from the ’30s
talking about what went on with
criminal justice in that particular
decade."
On Saturday. the Chi Pi Sigma
fraternity house will hold pancake
breakfast for faculty members and
alumni from the justice studies department.
Police fraternity members will
be conducting tours for the alumni
on campus and MacQuarrie Hall’s
fifth floor, which is where the justice studies department is located,
vs ill have an open house to be
toured as well.

"We is ant alumni to come but interesting parties are welcome
to come - to the tours and to tour
MacQuarrie Hall," Hagemann
said.
The attendees of the event
will end their anniversary celebration by attending the SJSU
vs. University of Hawai’i football
game at 3 p.m. Saturday at Spartan
Stadium.
"It is wonderful that we can
celebrate 75 years of history of
the police school and that we can
bring alumni from all of these
different decades to share the history and adv,IIICeS we’ve made,"
said Lucy Carlton, a retired chief
of police for the Los Altos Police
Department and an alumna. "We’ll

be able to renew friendships, make
new friendships and look toward
the future."
Other alumni said they think it
will be interesting to look back on
the past, present and the future.
"It is a great event because we’ll
be able to really see where we’ve
been, where we :ire and where
we are going." said Jess Guy, an
alumnus of the justice studies
department and U.S. Treasury department of alcohol, tobacco and
fire; rms. "It will be nice to see
him it has influenced the evolution
of criminal justice in the United
Stak
Some students said the celebration is aiming at faculty members
and justice studies alumni.

"It’s great to celebrate the police school and fraternity’s anniversaries," said Alex Martinez. a
student majoring in justice studies.
"I’m sure they are honored to be a
part of something that has been going on so long. I think the event is
more for faculty (members)."
Bill Nay, an alumnus and retired
director of securities for the department of energy at Washington.
D.C., said that the fraternity’s role
in criminal justice is critical for the
next decade.
"We’ve been working hand and
glove with the student organizations." Nay said. "I think that it
is exciting that we’re able to look
at this not only as alumni but as a
unity vs tb the ev ’sting students.-

Sen. Feinstein meets with U.S. Supreme Court nominee
WASHINt I ( iN (AP) - Sen.
Dianne Feinstein met privately
with Supreme Court nominee
Harriet Miers on Monday. emerging to describe Miers as unusually soft-spoken and to defend her
against what the senator has called
sexist attacks.
"She’s a very. basically, I
think rather shy person, and has a
very soft manner It’s very pleasant. hut it’s a very soft manner."
Feinstein sato atter the hour-long
meeting in her Senate office. "It’s
not like a lot of us - try to make
your point hard. And she doesn’t

do that. She just
Vs hat she
thinks."
Feinstein. D-Calit., is the only
woman on the Senate Judiciary’
Committee that will hold hearings and vote on whether to send
Miers’ nomination to the full
Senate. Last month, she voted
against confirming John Rolm is
as chief justice, though she
praised his qualifications after
they met one-on-one.
In contrast, Miers, who has
served as a corporate lawyer in
Dallas and as President Bush’s
White House counsel, has never

been a judge and la, heen nit
died as insult’. Jellify qualified
But Feinstein indicated she was
not concerned about Miers’ professional background.
"I can’t be a Californian and
belie% e that e ely member of
the Supreme Couo has to come
out of Harvard.- Feinstein said.
Miers graduated front Southern
Methodist Univ ersity.
’I think it’s iii meshing to have
different points I levy’s, and I
agree with those vs liii say that not
every body has to hav e had the Ind’, if cv icr

Others have not and have been
good justices." Feinstein said.
"I think the mix is healthy for
America so I am not at all put off
by any of that."
During a CNN interview Sunday.
Feinstein said the criticism of Miers
by conservatives 55 ,15 "sexist,- adding, "I do not believe they would do
that to a man.’’
Asked Monday about the sexism issue Feinstein said: "This is
a woman, after all, is ho’s been
head of a very large ha .issi eta turn in a large state and the head of
a an !h , orporate law pr,Kike. ;Ind

TEACHER /ASSISTANT (ECE) TOP PAY’ limed P/T. F/T
Minimum 6 ECE units ioq d Must be able to commute F/P
be clear, (408)287-3222
HIGHLY MOTIVATED PERSON for rewarding career in financial
services (550)380-2856

ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic Specialists. PT or FT.
EMPLOYMENT
in San Jose. Flex hours/ days. Monday-Saturday. Call Tiago@
408
295-0228. Send resume to jobs@esba org or fax to 408 275DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for students
Earn up to $250 every weekend. Must have reliable truck or van 9858. $9 82-514 50/ hour DOE
Heavy lifting is required 408 292-7876
CASHIER WANTED 4 interview stop @ 10477 S DeAnza Blvd
(7-2pm) or call (408)253-9500
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security Officers PT/FT
Flexible. Grave Bonus
ACTION DAY NURSERY Pnmary Plus seeking Infant. Toddler
Commute up to 25 miles.
& Preschool Teachers & Aides FT & PT positions available.
(408) 247-4827
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours
OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PT Elem Schools in Milpitas/ ECE units required for leacher positions but not req for Aide
Santa Clara Degree/Cred not required Opp for teaching exp posaons Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors
Please call Cathy for an interwew4247-6972 or fax resume to
Need car. Send resume/cover letter to hr@girlscoutsofscc org
248-7433
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem schools
Degree/Cred not required Opp for teaching sup Need car VM DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-881 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare. PT. in the afternoon No ECE
408-287-4170 ext. 408 E0E/AAE
units required Previous expenence with children a must Please
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company needs call 248-2464
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls.
private events & country clubs, FT/PT avail We will work around INTERNET WORK! $8 75438,50/ hr! PT/ FT/. $25 bonus
your school schedule. Must have clean DMV. Lots of fun & earn Studentsurveysite corn/ sp3
good money Call 408 867-7275
EXP. TUTORS NEEDED! Homework Support 1st Gr-H. S. M-F.
3-9Prn $1200/ mo Ms Scotti 408 255-5247
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
*515.00 BASE-appt
BABYSITTER needed for 3 children (ages 1 5, 4. 61 in Saratoga,
Vector, the company for students, has part-time openings M/TWW/F 230-6 30. Th 12’30-6 30 $15/hour Willing to split
available for customer sales/service
position across 2 people Must have reliable car (need to dnve
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students
chtldrPrifl experience with kids. Call Janet 408-375-8660
’HIGH STARTING PAY
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
FOR RENT
’internships possible
’All majors may apply
*Scholarships awarded annually
*Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
2bd apartment will; walk Jo ooset, Lueat for students/
*Training provided
Earn income & gain experience! Watch for us on -campus roommates’, Great Floor Plan! Washer & Dryers on premisis.
Parking available?! Only $1.050/ mo, may work with you on the
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
deposit!! (408)378-1409
wwwworkforstudents com/sjsu

X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
FROM SJSU

SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor pool Experience
with children a must Teaching experience not required. AM/ PM/
WE shifts available Email resume sdavis@avac.us
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job, we can help! Access
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
online job and internship bank) Its easy, visit us at WNW carearce
ntersjsu.edu, sign in and search SpartaJOBS!

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14.50/HR to start
408-340-1994 So. Bay
650-777-7090 No. Bay
www funstudentworkcom
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK wl teens w/ developmental
disabilities in After-School Program in San Jose. PT, weekdays.
2p-6p. Flexible scheduling Must have completed 6 ECE units
$10/ hr. Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in special
education. Questions? Call Lesle, 510 835-2131 X104 Send
resume to- jobs@esba.org or fax to 510 44-4-2340 or mail 180
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland. CA 94612. EOE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER

for small Santa Clara Private School M -F, 2-3pm (days and pm
times can be flexible) Fax resume (4081247-0996 $20 00/ Hr

TEACHER’S AIDE:

2nd/3rd grade Small Santa Clara Pnvate School. M-F, 9-12 30
Fax resume 101408) 247-0996 $10.00/ hr.
BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Dnvers. Must have
clean background. Clean driving record. Pass DOT physical
exam Pass drug screen. Ability to qualify for gun permit, 21 years
of age. Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you want
The benefits you need For more information call (408)436-7717

SERVICES
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN 569.00 per year. Save 3P%-60%
(includes cosmetic). For into call
1-800-655-3225 or
www student dental corn or
www goldenwest dental com
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient. Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles.
ESL is a specialty. Grace0831 252-1108 or
Evagarce@aol.com or visit
svww.gracenotesediting corn
BEAUTYCLUB Haircut
$15, up Wax $5/ up
Manicure $8 Located
William 810th -upstairs)

for men $7 & women 510, Hair coloring
Full set nails $151 up. Pedicure $13.
@ 505 S 10th St. Ste 205 (comer of
CALL 14081 993-2250

GOT MISDEMEANORS? Expunge your priors before you look for
a job Most misdemeanors expunged for $400 Chns
800-5092703 vzww.pirronelaw corn (408)280-6850

a

OPPORTUNITIES
BEST PART-TIME GIG EVER!!!!
Take our short computer based course now to earn extra money in
next tax season Finish the course at your own pace at home
Call Javed @ Jackson Hewitt Tax Service 408-813-6212
CASH FOR YOUR OPINION Lawyers want your opinions $60
for 5 hours -CASH Availability on 12/1 12/2. or 12/3 Location
hotel, San Jose. Call (300) 727-5056

WANTED
SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto. Ca branch of the
California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethnicities for our sperm
donor programs If you are currently attending college or hold a BA
degree you can earn up to $900/mo. receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile couples. For More information or
to apply online please visit www cryobankdonors corn

$7501

FAMILIES WANTED Local Chinese (PRC). Indian. Russian
and Brazilian Families wanted for research project on tech in
everyday life. Institute for the Future (www iftf. org). Contact
jenglish@emaitsjsu.edu or (408) 924.5347

Feinskiii said

All Classified Ads are available
to view online at
www.thespartandaily.corn

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each lint- mei age, 271 spa( eS. Each letter, numbei. punctuation mark. and space is formatted into an ad line.
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FOR
SALE

Saturday. Sept. 24, 2005

CAMPUS CLUBS
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your groups
time PLUS our free (yes. tree) fundraising programs EQUALS
$1,00043.000 in earnings for your group Call TODAY for up
to $600 in bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser Contact CampusFundraiser 1888) 923-323F
or visit www campusfundraiser COM

TIRED OF SHARING A BATHROOM? Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath. over 1000 sq foot apartment Walking
distance to SJSU Newly remodeled Laundry facilities Parking.
Security Gate Easy access to Bay Area freeways Substantially
larger than others! $11951 mo. (408) 947-0803
ASIAN EGG DONORS- $6200 Attractive, responsible, healthy
GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed Rm Units Park like applicants needed Contact 528-9208 or info@wcfed com
grounds. Patio. Gated. WAD hook up. Close to HY101 & 280.
Rent start from $905 995 Tully Rd San Jose. 294-6200

RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec Dept
Positions open now for Leaders. Afterschool Elem Sch Age
BEAUTIFUL 1 BED APT.
ChildCare Recreation/Enrichment Programs M-F AM/PM shifts Close to Lightrail. $600 Dep. (408)298-1332
depending
to
start,
avail. T & Th PM shifts avail $7,83-511.32/hr
on exp. No ECE credits required. Kathy@408 354-8700 X245
ANNOUNCEMENTS

that it vs ould be Nei) difficult
for her to support a nominee she
thought would overturn the Roe
v. Wade decision that legalized
abortion. Miers’ stance on Roe is
unclear. and Feinstein didn’t say
whether they discussed it.
"It’s a big threshold issue for
me because a dominant majority of people in my state are
pro-choice. I ran as a pro-choice
Democrat, and she tills Sandra
Day O’Connor’s shoes. And they
are critical shoes as you look
at nvatters involving choice."

Mil 1 209
1’11N: 4084924-3277
1:\x:408-924-3242
Email: classified ,tcasa.sjsti.e(1u
www.thespartandailv.com

CLASSIFIE

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised beiiiw or
is there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or yenned by the newspaper

worked in posit lit trust for the
president of the I hued States. and
I think she should be treated with
due deference."
Feinstein. 72. also said she felt
sympathy for Miers. 611. because
the two had similar personal experiences as women seeking to ad since in the mid -20th century:.
"I think people don’t remember
the ’5t I. and even the wt. to some
extent, but particularly in the 50s.
vs hen It vs is really women need
not apply. a titan was worth much
more." Feinstein said.
Feinstein has said repeatedly

r issues: 10% discount.
40. romei
VS.1’ STUDENT RAD’ 10%. discount. Bate applies to student’s individual ads only. Not intended for businesses and or othei
prounis Firilkiran V dist mini does mil Apnly

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Ready to swim)
(2 wds
6 Goody-goody
FAXED 111 NEWT
i.J U.I P
10 Injury result
OPERA
U.R.S.A
A.L.A. I
14 Slow. to Handel
A Cis A .R
BONES
MEG A
15 Zhivago’s beloved
16 Rinse
ACM I.EVE
DEKED
17 Evidence
HA ii E
I END
18 By arid by
SCRAM
0.1,1 SHALE
19 Cruising
HBO
L U.L .1. .S
H 0.L.E.S
20 Paneling wood
M E.D S
L E.G. A.1
P I.T.T
21 Good beginning
BRA
S
A.G.A.N
N
I
MO
Y
(2 wds)
ME LEE
NO.T,A,T ION
24 Fencers blades
26 Reduced
Z.E N.0
A S KS
27 Brunch favorite
S MADE
E,M.B R ACE
29 Robin’s hatchlings
I VAN
B,E,A S T
F.R.A U
32 Wander
EMIR
L.A.T,T,E
R.1 .N.D
33 Rub it in
ENSUE
BANG
TSKS
34 Baseball stet
37 Regular. maybe
S 24
c70,5 USed Fealkiso Sy-Ocsrn Inc
(3 wds
4 Give a - 36 Tire feature
41 Ms Jillian
5 Chewy candy
38 Gauzy fabric
42 Kayak skin
6 Takes the field
39 Ms Thurman
43 Humdinger
7 Sari wearer
40 Marty of the
44 Metallic sound
diamond
45 Like Doqy the sheep 8 Hair curler
9 Posses quarry 44 Begrudges
47 Summer hangout
to On the agenda 45 - -Magnon
49 Conceited
11 Haciendas
man
50 Autumn sight
12 Insists
46 Hankered
(2 wds
47 Tiluana dad
13 Totally
54 Woodworking tool
exhausted
48 Stadium fixture
57 Trim
22 Grant approval 49 Type of bear
58 Young beef
23 Slow mover
50 Take advice
59 Wish granter
25 Cop a 51 Gobi explorer
61 Latin I verb
27 "Free Willy"
- Hedin
62 Mediterranean
whale
52 Pierre’s noggin
landmark
28 Daybreak.
53 Currycomb
63 Game-show host
in verse
target
64 Hideaways
55 Restrict one’s
65 Poet’s contraction 29 Gloomy
caloric intake
30 Black bird
66 Recital pieces
31 III -mannered
56 Last letters
one
60 Ostrich cousin
DOWN
33 Broad smile
1 Purina rival
2 Scarlett’s mansion 34 Bounty
3 Didn’t lose (2 wds) 35 Digestive juice
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Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the leader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional
information. Classified readers should be reminded that,
when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or
services. In addition, readers should carefully investigate
all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount vacations or merchandise
10/18/05
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Freshman traveling to Irish judo championship Spartans hope to stay
BY FARIDEH DADA

A team of II athletes, including
a female athlete from the San Jose
State t
ei sity. iiill represent the
United States Judo Federation at
the Irish Open Judo Championships
in Dublin. Ireland. from Oct. 22 to
Oct. 21.
Alarti Malli y. a It
majoring in iournalism. will compete in
the 5’ k ilograni125-pound) weight
lass in both the is omen’s and juniors’
iii isions. said thnMaria De Mars,
the [tined States Judo Federation
senior (lex elopment chair.
"These young iieople are the very.
hest hopes," De Mats said. "The best
i it the best of the x (mug generation
can he the next ( II> npic team."’
The II athletes haxe played at
either the natirmal or international
levels. lie Mars said.
-This is their inst funded international es eat supported by the l’nited
Slates 111(1,, Federation,- De Mars
said.
It is more than an experience.
Maihrx said.
"It is an international experience
and an pp imam to light people
from other countries other than the
United States." she said.
Mal lox said that if she becomes a
winner in this championship, it will
he easier Mr her to set her goals for
the future.
Mal hix, said she has attended three
international championships
the
Belgium Open. the Judo World in
Korea and the Pau American Junior
and Juvenile ( liampionships in
Venetuela.
Chuck Jet furs, ’it. the assistant
coach at SJS) . said Mallox is the
No. I WIllot 1/1:1C1- III the
"She Is definitely ready lot the
Irish Open Championship." he said.
wh" 1,,,Kfices Its e days
a week. fix Wiles a day. said. "I am
teally excited. I think I can do pretty
xxell.Keith Nakasone. the volunteer

assisting coach at SJSU, also said
Malloy is a great athlete.
"She is ready, she is focused, she
tries very hard and the most important of all, she is goal -oriented and
a hope of making the next Olympic
game." he said.
Next year. the world championship team will be selected. Jefferson
said. The points in this tournament
and any other tournaments will be
accumulated and counted to put a
player on the world team.
This championship is an opportunity for the young athletes to announce themselves as players in the
international team, De Mars said.
"I think it starts to establish for
y (mug people an international credibility and it also gives them a taste
of international competition," De
Mars said.
By participating in this championship. the athletes gain a tremendous
amount of benefits. Nakasone said.
They will gain confidence, and
they have a chance to compete with
international competitors and learn
different styles of judo, he said.
The team is ill he accompanied
by a specific team manager from
the United States, including several
team coaches selected by the judo
association. Nakasone said.
Nakasone said he was dissatisfied
with the status of judo in the United
States because people think judo is
hard and also because it has no professional avenues.
"The number of judo athletes is
smaller than it was 10 years ago,"
Nakasone said.
Nakasone said judo. which has
been at 5151 since 1946. has a satislaetory status here.
"Judo brought the university
tremendous amount of prestige."
Nakasone said.
"It produces the most Olympians
out of any other sports at the SJSU
and is considered a cup club now,"
Nakasone said.
The SJSU program is well-known
in the United States, Jefferson said.
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hot in conference play
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Daily Staff Writer
The Spartan women’s soccer team has been working on new game
strategies and it showed with its three-game winning streak in the
team’s Western Athletic Conference season so far (3-10-2 overall.
3-1-0 WAC).
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DANIEL SATO / DAILY STAFF

Marti Malloy, left, a freshman on the San Jose State University Judo
club, throws sophomore Con Geier during practice in Yoshihiro Uchida
Hall on Wednesday. Malloy will be traveling to Dublin, Ireland, to
compete in the Irish Open Judo Championship on Oct. 22 and 23.
"We get a lot of recruits from
across the country with the aspiration to become champions."
Jet terson said.
Ulm is the first time that the
United St.ttes is sending an official to:1111 to the Irish Open Judo
Championships. De Mars said.
Fa\ is Stevens, another athlete
front SJSU. was supposed to go to
the Irish championships this scat.
but was dropped from the team due
to the injury in his hand, Nakasone
said.
Judo was first founded by Jigoro
Kano. the father of modern sports in

Japan, in 11042 according to the Irish
Judo Association.
In 1902. because of the interest shim!’ by the then President
Theodore Roosevelt. judo entered
the United States, according to the
association.
Judo in the United States has not
been very successful internationally,
De Mars said.
The United States has only gained
three world championship medals
that is not satisfactory, she said.
"Judo has not been very successful and we are hoping to
change that."

Kristin Krale, who scored in both of last week’s games against
Utah State University and Louisiana Tech University, said the
Spartans are working on dominating the game when they play. One
thing they are trying to do specifically is attacking the other team’s
defensive players to get control of the ball, she said.
"We are trying to high press more when the defense gets the ball
and try to squeeze when their backs are toward us," Krale said.
Head coach Dave Siracusa said the team has been working hard
in practice preparing for the Utah State and Louisiana Tech games.
"We worked all week on attacking and defending forward as a
unit," Siracusa said. "We worked on sprinting forward as a unit."
Siracusa said goalkeeper Adrienne Herbst made some acrobatic
saves during the Utah State game.
"She’s a very good goalie and she is more than just a goalkeeper
she’s our captain and leader," Siracusa said. "She holds it all together for us and has been playing very well this season."
Liz Behlen, a midfielder on the team, was awarded WAC women’s soccer Offensive Player of the Week.
She scored twice against Utah State and had a goal against
Louisiana Tech. She currently leads the team with six goals and
three assists. Some of the Spartans said they am looking forward to
playing University of Hawaii, (6-7-2 overall, 3-1 WAC) at I p.m.
Friday at Spartan Field.
"Hawai’i is going to be good, but I think we are ready for them,"
Herbst said. "We hammered La. Tech. so I think we are going to do
well."
Others in the team said they think it will be a challenging game
against Hawai’i because their record can be intimidating.
"Hawai’i is going to be a tough team to play against so it’ll be a
good battle." Krale said.
Some of the team members said Hawai’i will be a difficult team
to play but are up to the challenge.
"I’m excited to play Hawai’i even though they are the hardest
team in our league," said Liz Behlen.
Behlen has had more on her mind than just soccer as of late. Her
father had a stroke last Monday but was able to come out to Friday’s
game to watch her play.
"He made it out to (the Utah State) game," Behlen said. "It was
a big deal for me to do well in this game."
Her father is doing well after suffering the stroke, Behlen said.
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WEEK

TODAY:
SPARTAN SQUAD BBQ
& INFLATABLE GAMES
11:30 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.
A.S. Rec Area and BBQ Pit

TOMORROW:

vertising that features
breasts for a valid reason.
Instead of using breasts to sell beer or cars, we’re
using them to sell breast health For more information

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
OLYMPICS
11:45 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
A.S. Rec Area
GREASE: OUTDOOR MOVIE NIGHT
AND COSTUME COMPETITION
8:00 p.m. Costume Judging
8:15 p.m. Showtime
A.S. Rec Area

about breast health and ways to get involved in the

THURSDAY:

cause, as well as to find out how to bring our
educational breast health tour to your campus,
www.komen.org/go

or call 1 866.566 3648

visit

The Susan
G. Komen
1,,reast

Can
Founctili,111

SPARTAN IDOL
with celebrity judge
WILLIAM HUNG
6:00 p.m.
A.S. Rec Area
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